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GENERAL INFORMATION

The selling prices for the articles listed in this catalog

are either printed with the specimen or shown in the

table at the bottom of the page.

To insure the proper filling of your order give the name,

series number and point size of the item wanted, for

instance: 1 Job Font 18 point Garamont Bold, Series

No. 548, or 10 lbs. 6 pt. Rule No. 41, or better still, use

the regular printed order blank, two copies of which are

mailed with this catalog, and additional copies will be

gladly furnished.

Specify the manner in which you wish the goods ship-

ped; whether parcel post, express or freight, and if you

have a preference, give the name of the transportation

company. Deliveries F. O. B. shipping point. Prices are

subject to a discount of2% for cash with order, C. O. D.,

or on open account if paid within the time specified on

Open account accomodations will be gladly extended

firms of recognized credit standing, or to those who can

furnish satisfactory reference.

C. O. D. shipments cannot be made to firms unknown to

us unless sufficient cash to cover transportation charges

both ways accompanies order.

Every effort is made to keep prices uniform, but owing

to the possibility of material variations in the raw metal

market, prices are subject to change without notice.

These prices are effective September 1, 1929, and super-

cede all previous lists and prices listed on specimen

sheets dated prior to September 1, 1929.

This catalog is complete to date of issue, September 1,

1929. New items are being constantly added to our line,

specimens of which will be mailed as completed.

__
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Two Questions and the

^Answer

We are frequently asked:

"Is your type made of hard metal?"

"Will it stand upfor longpress runs?"

TO PROPERLY ANSWER these questions it may
be well to go into a short review of why we are in

the type-making and composition business. We aban-

doned the general printing business because we learned

from our experience in that field that there was real

need for intelligent trade-plant service, and that many
times problems in composition presented themselves

that we should have been able to purchase outside

much more economically than we could produce in our

own plant.

Our plant was equipped with two Monotype Machines,

but we soon learned that the varied needs of a moderate

sized general printing plant could not be supplied by

two Monotype Machines in busy times, and during the

dull periods, the two machines were more than enough

and idle hours became a very important cost factor.

We were thoroughly sold on the non-distribution system

and during the dull periods used the casting machines

for making sorts to prepare ourselves for the more

active periods. This necessitated tying up considerable

capital in metal, and when the busy periods arrived we

found it did not take very long to deplete our sorts

storage, particularly the most frequently used charac-

ters of the more popular type faces. An inspection of

the sorts storage invariably revealed an over-supply

of the seldom-used characters and a total absence of

the most-needed ones, and with the machines now busy



on composition it was impossible to make the needed

sorts without seriously interfering with production and
frequent mold changes.

It seemed obvious that other printers with similar

equipment were having the same experience, and in

the shops that had no sort-casting equipment condi-

tions were very much worse.

With these facts before us, after careful consideration,

we decided to dispose of our press equipment and install

additional machines to enter the trade composition

field with the thought of giving particular attention to

the type-supply end of the business.

The Monotype machine has a range of sizes from 5 to

12 point in composition and 14 to 72 point in display

type, and in addition, 2 to 12 point leads, slugs and

rule. We realized that in order to handle this wide range

of sizes economically, it would be necessary to install a

sufficient number of machines to reduce mold changes

The next problem that confronted us, and probably

the most important, was the proper selection of metals

for the different items we manufacture, an explanation

of which will answer the questions at the opening of

this article. After considerable experimenting and tests

in which we received the hearty co-operation of several

prominent local printer-customers, the following stand-

ards were adopted and are still in use.

On composition sizes, 5 to 12 point, a special Monotype
formula is used for reason that tests in our own, and
the plants of several customers, proved conclusively

that new type could be supplied at lower cost than the

actual labor cost of distributing used type, and com-

plete non-distribution is strongly recommended on

On the larger sizes, 14 to 36 point, and all borders and
ornaments, these same tests revealed the fact that the



labor cost of distributing used type was less than the

cost of new type, and the best grade hard metal was

adopted for these sizes, permitting continuous distri-

bution where desirable and non-distribution where

shop conditions warranted.

On rule and strip border the same special monotype

formula that goes into the 5 to 12 point type is used

and the volume of sales on this class of material clearly

indicates that it is giving complete satisfaction. Leads

and slugs are made from all new linotype metal, which

gives the customer an advantage over the foundry

product, in that the price is uniformly less and the

return value as old metal is greater.

The question of "standing up" for long runs on press,

in the opinions of recognized authorities, is more a

matter of even impression and proper "make-ready"

than hard type metal. Everyone familiar with type

metals knows that linotype metal is much softer than

either foundry or regular monotype metal, yet linotype

composition will "stand-up" for well over 150,000 im-

pressions and in many instances has been perfectly

satisfactory for double that number when carefully

made-ready.

The writer is reminded of a form set in Monotype

Caslon by Baltimore Type and Composition Corpora-

tion and printed by The Adpress, of Baltimore, for

the Baltimore Sun, on which the first and last sheets

of a 30,000 run on enamel paper was inspected under a

glass by Mr. Chas. Cahn, of The Adpress, and no wear

was perceptible.

The next problem was to market the material in the

most attractive form from the customer's viewpoint

and to stock it in a manner to meet all reasonable

demands for service. Filling cases "off the machine"

had been tried and found wanting. When a customer

decided on the purchase of a series of type to be laid

in his cases, he did not want to wait weeks for the



delivery, nor could he wait a day or two for re-sorting

cases when they became depleted from use. The only

solution to this problem was to stock every face shown

in our catalogue in sufficient quantity to fill orders and

re-sort cases from made-up stock. This has been done,

and instances can be recalled where we have filled

orders for complete series, roman and italic, light and

bold, forty cases in all, in twenty-four hours. Re-sorting

cases or filling one or two cases within a few hours is a

part of our regular routine and is a daily occurrence.

Complete Composing %oom Service

, ~ „ This service is the oldest form
Composition on the Galley

q{ trade .piant activity, and

for a long time meant machine composition delivered

to the customer on galleys, more or less carefully read

and corrected, following copy and instructions to the

letter, the responsibility for every phase of the job

resting with the customer.

With the advent of the modern trade plant this service

is being much less frequently used, but where we are

called upon for it, we are often able to be of material

assistance to the customer by checking type sizes, where

space to fill is known, suggesting or consulting with him

as to the best face to use with relation to the page size,

margins, and class of stock on which the job is to be

printed, .setting all type in the job, both machine com-

position and hand-set display matter, assembled in its

proper place in the copy and delivered ready for the

customer to space out and make up into pages.

,, l tti.
This feature of our activities is by

Complete Make-Up
far ^ most ;mportant and profit-

able service presented to printers in recent years in that

it makes possible a profit without investment, a known

cost for a factor that has always been about one-half

guess, new material on every job, both type and spacing,

delivered to the printer-customer ready to lock up for

press, or locked up in our plant and delivered to the

foundry for plating.



Another very attractive feature of our complete make-
up is the wide range of type styles, borders, ornaments,

rules, special characters, etc., shown in our catalogue,

any item of which may be specified in composition

furnished by us. This enables the printer to furnish the

type style selected by his customer, or the one best

suited to the particular job, without the necessity of

installing the complete series in his own composing

room. You may often induce your customer to take

what you have, but he is never entirely satisfied with a

substitute.

xt r-»-. -l + Non-distribution in the printer's own
Non-Distributton . . ,

composing room is now an estab-

lished fact, its economies having been proven by actual

experience and tests in some of the industries most
efficiently managed, and completely-equipped com-
posing rooms. Cost systems have taught most printers

that the road to profit lies in the elimination of the idle

hour. Keeping the working force producing, and giving

them a plentiful supply of type and spacing material is

a long step in the right direction. A compositor who
takes an interest in his job likes to produce, .create and
build into tastefully-arranged pages the copy furnished

him. "Picking" sorts and ofttimes being forced to

change type face or size selected because there is "no

type in the case" is distasteful to him and diverts his

mind from the job in hand. Then again he may "pick"

sorts from a live job that has been finally OK'd and

the job may go to press without replacing the sorts.

If he must distribute, he invariably looks upon this

work as a necessary evil and performs it in a half-

hearted manner, often resulting in "dirty" cases, mixed

spaces and quad boxes full of pi.

^ n-n< j n + entirely eliminates these ob-
Case-Filling and Re-sorting • , • i i i i

Service
jectionable and dangerous

practices and keeps your

cases in good working condition at all times. Original

case fillings are made locally and in near-by cities and



towns by bringing the cases into our plant for filling,

thereby saving the printer the rather expensive item of

"laying" package fonts. When the cases become de-

pleted from use to a point where re-sorting is necessary,

the cases are returned to our plant, the depleted charac-

ters replenished and the charge determined by the

difference in weight when received and when delivered.

In the case of out-of-town customers, the original

fillings are made from package fonts, either job or

weight fonts, and the re-sorting service is handled by

the use of our exclusive Non-Distribution Sorts Order.

This order blank lists the characters contained in the

fonts, and a box is provided to check the needed charac-

ters. The proper proportion of the characters wanted is

determined by means of a plan that so far as we know
is original and exclusive with us, in that the order blank

provides a space to check the kind of case to be sorted

and we send a sufficient quantity of the character to

comfortably fill the boxes in the case. This plan was

adopted after a period of experimenting during which

several other plans were tried out, and is working to

the entire satisfaction of a number of out-of-town

customers who are using it. We strongly recommend its

adoption for convenience and economy. A copy of the

Non-Distribution Sorts Order, which is self-explana-

tory, will be gladly sent upon request.

Case-filling and re-sorting orders, both for local and

out-of-town service, are filled from a large and complete

stock, and not made-to-order as received, therebj'

assuring prompt delivery or shipment. Most orders are

delivered or shipped the same day received, and in

many cases, where the customer's requirements make
it necessary, case-filling and re-sorting are handled

within an hour or two.

A representative competent to give you any desired

information and intelligent suggestions on this service

is at your disposal for consultation both locally and

out of town.



„, „ , _ . . This method of packing and
The Handy Box Line ... . . , °, ,' marketing was originated by
Trade Monotypers (now Baltimore Type and Com-
position Corporation) and the little fonts are all that

their name implies. They comprise an assortment of

characters not furnished with regular fonts and cover

about everything that could possibly be needed in the

modern composing room. The boxes themselves are

telescope style, substantially constructed of chip board

reinforced with strong kraft paper covering and provide

in themselves easily-accessible and permanent storage

for the characters they contain.

, , Type is carried in stock in package
* fonts, both job and weight, and in

bulk for case-filling and sorts service. Borders and orna-

ments are stocked in Handy Boxes and Font Packages

only, but can be furnished on special order of not less

than 1 lb. of a character at the regular sorts prices.

Quads and spaces are stocked in job fonts and 5-lb.

assorted packages, and can be supplied from bulk storage

in any quantity desired. Rule is stocked in 24-inch

strips and packed in 5 and 10-lb. packages and 100-lb.

cases. Leads and slugs are stocked in 24-inch strips and

packed in 5 and 10 lb. packages and 120 lb. cases.

Every item shown in our catalogue is carried in stock

for immediate delivery or shipment in any reasonable

quantity.

_,,_,,, , is given careful attention
The Quahty of our product

&J^ ^^^ of

the fact that the material is daily meeting the exacting

requirements of a number of the industry's leading

printing establishments and advertising organizations.

We are constantly striving for improvement and a cor-

dial invitation is extended to visit our plant and inspect

our methods and stocks.



WEIGHT FONTS
In order to establish uniformity in weight fonts we
have adopted the schemes listed below with a view

to having our weight fonts in 12 to 36 point comfor-

tably fill a full-size California job case. The schemes

have been carefully checked and the normal set

faces will fill a case to about two-thirds of its capa-

city, or a good working filling. This will make
"skinny" or condensed faces fall slightly short and

"fat" or extended faces correspondingly full. A full-

size California job case will not accomodate weight

fonts of 48, 60 and 72 point.

Weight fonts of 6, 8, 10 and 12 point composition

faces are fonted according to standard schemes and

are intended to supply a sufficient qiiantity of the

type to meet the average need rather than to fill a

6 oint ' 12 lbs

12 point composition faces 28 lbs ,

12 point display faces 65A—200a 20 lbs

14 point 65A—200a 23 lbs

18 point 30A— 90a 23 lbs

24 point 25A— 75a 25 lbs

30 point 15A— 45a 28 lbs

36 point 12A— 36a 32 lbs

48 point 12A— 24a 30 lbs

60 point 12A— 24a 45 lbs

72 point 12A— 24a 60 lbs



TYPE ^

4,4,4,44 HE type styles shown

% T 1 in this section have

! -*- * ,
been selected to meet

4*4## the requirements of

every class of printed matter

from an envelope corner to the

most elaborate broadside.

Job, junior and weight fonts

carried in stock in packages

make purchasing convenient

for the small, medium or large

composing room and our case-

filling and re-sorting service

takes prompt care of the users

of non-distribution.

Any specimen shown in the

entire catalogue may be speci-

fied for use in composition and

make-up furnished by us.
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BALTIMORE TYPE and COMPOSITION CORPORATION 3

GARAMONT ITALIC •*» Series 2481
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GARAMONT BOLD ITALIC *** Series 5481
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GARAMONT BOLD ITALIC ~* Series 5481
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KENNERLEY OLD STYLE Series 268
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KENNERLEY OLD STYLE «~ Series 268*
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KENNERLEY OLD STYLE ITALIC
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KENNERLEY BOLD Series 269
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~
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BODONI BOLD ITALIC **. Series 2751
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BODONI BOLD ITALIC ^ Series 2751
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ULTRA BODONI Z Series 675
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ULTRA BODONI ITALIC «* Series 6751
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*GRECO BOLD
~
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*GRECO BOLD ITALIC « Series 3261 '
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' BROADWAY ENGRAVED ~* Series 307"
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^FOURNIER ~ Series 305
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FRANKLIN GOTHIC «** Series 107
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FRANKLIN GOTHIC CONDENSED c~ Series 140
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sq p*

COPPERPLATE GOTHIC **. Series 342
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^COPPERPLATE GOTHIC CONDENSED .

COMPOSITION, AN IMPORTANT PART OF
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^COPPERPLATE GOTHIC EXTENDED — Series 166
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ENGRAVERS ROMAN —
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News Gothic Condensed Modern Roman Condensed
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^SCOTCH ROMAN MODERN ANTIQUE
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MISCELLANEOUS FACES
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COCHIN, Series 6ie COCHIN ITALIC, Series 6ig
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^Accented Characters

THE following is a complete showing of accented characters on hand at the

time this catalogue was printed. Should you have need for accents not shown,

write us, as additions are constantly being made and may be on hand.

Accented characters are priced at 20c ounce, not less than 1 ounce of a character

minimum order 60c, or at the regular price of sorts where not less than 1 pound

of a character is ordered.
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^Accented Characters—Continued

OLD ENGLISH CHELTENHAM OLD STYLE KENNERLEY BOLD
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HANDY BOX
FONTS

THIS SECTION presents a complete

showing of our popular Handy Box
Line, comprising izo varieties of Orna-

ments, Signs, Fractions, Initials and other

characters not usually furnished with the

regular fonts.

This method of packing and marketing

was originated by Trade Monotypers
(now Baltimore Type and Composition
Corporation), and the little fonts are all

that the name implies. The boxes them-
selves are telescope style, substantially

constructed of chip board reinforced with
strong kraft paper covering, and provide

in themselves easily accessible and per-

manent storage for the characters

they c

7p Each illustration isaprintedproof'^X
II of the entire contents of the box.

jj

aT Order Handy Boxes by number Jk

of the entire contents of the box.

Order Handy Boxes by number

||
printed under each specimen. \
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Decorative and
Spacing Materials

ON the following pages

is displayed our line of

piece borders, ornaments,
initials, holiday decoration

and a number of suggestions

for forming initials from
stock piece borders and strip

rule. Many new items are here

presented as well as the older

favorites.

Strip rule and border, leads

and slugs, metal furniture and

other spacing material are also

listed in this section.
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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DESIGNED PIECE BORDERS and ORNAMENTS
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COMBINATION HOLIDAY BORDERS
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HOLIDAY BORDERS
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COMBINATION BORDERS
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TfTWTWTTfTfYTrf
MODERNISTIC

SPOTS

A few practical suggestions in one and two colors.

All characters used here contained in Hand, Box No. 120
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' CASLON INITIALS «~ 24 and 36 Point
'
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GOUDY INITIALS

g one of each letter of the alphabet, one extra

blocks, $3.50. Single characters 25c each
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*GOUDY INITIALS ~« 72 Point

72 point font containing one of each letter of the alphabet, one extra

letter T and three tint blocks, $4.50. Single characters 30c each.
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GOUDY HAND TOOLED ITALIC SWASH 36 Point
*
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FORMED INITIALS
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FORMED INITIALS

tonat
6 Pt. Piece Border 6 Pt. Piece Border

No. 6670 14 Pt. Border No. 1023 No. 19 No. 9

3 Pt. Rule No. 410 6 Pt. Rule No. 3562 3 pt . Ru]e No. 3428 3 Pt. Rule No. 410

gSsSSSft

18 Pt. Border No. 1032 Combination Border No. 640

Pt. Strip Border No. 3428 6 Pt Rule No. 5318

5 Pt. Rule No. 3428 3 Pt. Rule No. 18
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r^^f:9-^^f:9-^iif:^^m:^^^f:">

{Modern Christmas Q*ts

UST the thing you have been waiting for to add

a touch of Holiday cheer to the Christmas

edition of the house organ, folder, greeting card,

announcement, or what not. Modern Christmas Cuts

shown on these pages are presented in fifteen catchy

designs for your approval.

^^^^^^^^^^
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^Modern Qhristmas Cuts—Continued

MAKE ITA BIG ONE

^i$^ix$^ixs^ixs^ixs^
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^^^^sT^^r^^^^y
^Modern Christmas Cuts—Continued

PRICES FOR
MODERN CHRISTMAS CUTS

2 Color Electros

One set - - - per set $3.00

Any three sets - - per set 2.75

Any six sets - - per set 2.50

Any nine sets

Entire fifteen s,

2.25

1.75

^^m^^^^m:^^^^
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RULES
for

PRINTING
How often in printed pieces,

even the "better jobs," do we see

a strip of pieced rule. This "bug-

bear" of broken and pieced rule

can well be overcome by the use

of our Strip Rule and Border.

Time and labor are saved in the

composing and the press rooms

by the use of this material.

Make-ready is lessened, the im-
--

Our Strip Rule and Border is

made from a special hard metal,

tried and tested through our

years of experience, and its last-

ing qualities have been proved

through many long runs.

?

II I

(228)
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STRIP RULE and BORDER
2 and 3 point Rule and Border 6 and 12 point Rule and Border

5 to 25 lbs. 35c lb. 5 to 25 lbs. 30c lb.

25 to 50 lbs. 34c lb. 25 to 50 lbs. - - - - 29c lb.

50 to 100 lbs. 33c lb. 50 to 100 lbs. .... 28c lb.

Pricesfor larger quantities on application.

pt "'" '"
6 pt. No .8

pt. No 3428

2p ISO

-* it

''"

65

.No

'" .so

3p No .0

,^
3D No 31

3D No 41 opt. NO 983

3D No 984

3D oTTn^ 985

3p
613-No- 428.

op, No
™

firm ™
No

48
3p No

5" NO 892

mm
6D No 10

c **' m

6D No 10(centered)
633

6D IV 31 ° "•' N° 648

. No 41 6 pt. No 5618

No 50 6 pt. No 610
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*. No. 371

6 pt. No. 1571

Strip Rule and Border-

—

Continued



LEADERS
"\TETAL LEADERS are made on 6, 8, 10 a

1V1 bodies and cast in pica units. The 6 poi

an assortment of 6 x 6, 6 x 12, 6 x 24 and 6

8 point, 8 x 6, 8 x 12, 8 x 24 and 8 x 36; 10 p
10 x 12, 10 x 24 and 10 x 36; 12 point, 12 x

12 x 24 and 12 x 36.

nd 12 point

t36 pieces;

int, 10x6,

6, 12x12,

. ta„ta ».

..lU*.*.** Mb. *«.„...

U»I^,K

6 pt. Leaders No. 50. 5 lb. Font, $2.15

ItW-H

10 p, Leaded

12 p,.U.tosN,50. 5.b. Fon, S 2.15

Leaders are packed in 5 lb

be furnished in bulk in an

orders for not less than one

assorted packages

y desired quantity e

pound of a characte

t 43c lb. on



LEADS AND
'

SLUGS
TEADS AND SLUGS of our manu-
-Lrf facture are accurately made from

new linotype metal, which enables the

printer operating machine composition

equipment and non-distribution to re-melt

them freely with dumped forms without

danger of injuring his metal alloy, and

also assures greater value when sold as

old metal.

They are made in 2, 3, 6 and 12 point and

carried in stock in 24-inch strips or cut

and trimmed to any desired length.

5 and 10-lb. packages 22c lb.

120-lb. cases 21c lb.

Cut to any length over 10 picas, 4c lb. extra

Under 10 picas time only

~
A liberal supply of leads and slugs, to avoid the

annoying piecing and patching, will help to make

typesetting a pleasure foryour compositors and the

saving in time will more than offset the cost.
1 *

(232)



SPACING MATERIAL
ASHORTAGE of spacing material in the composing room causes much lost

time and diverts the compositor's mind from the job he has in hand.

kages. Buy them the r

Quads and Spaces

Assorted in Five Pound Packages

issorted $2.15 24 pt., 5 lbs., assortec

issorted 2.15 30 pt., 5 lbs., assortec

6, 8, 10 and 12 point packages contain assortment of 3. 4 and J

1 and 2 to em quads, 2 and 3 em quads.

24, 30, 36, 48, 60 and 72 point packages contain assortment o

em spaces, 1 and 2 to em quads.

Spaces and quads can also be furnished in bulk in any q
of any point or set size at the following prices:

Em Quads and larger

5pt '.

6 to 36 pt

48, 60 and 72 pt

En Quads and 3, 4 and 5 em spaces

quads 55c lb.

18 pt. 4-5 em spaces. .



METAL FURNITURE
Baltimore Type and Composition Corporation Metal Furniture

is very practical in that there is no shrinking, warping, or bulging

of the spacing material in locked forms. It assures a tight, even,

lock-up, eliminating much piecing, dropped letters and "out-of-

alignments". Sold in either labor saving fonts or strips of 24 inches

Labor Saving Fonts

Containing an assortment of all widths and cast in 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12,

15, 18, 24 and 30 pica lengths.

25 lb. Font (2 pieces each size) $7.00

50 lb. Font (4 pieces each size) 14.00

100 lb. Font (8 pieces each size) 26.00

Utility Labor Saving Fonts

Font No. 1 containing 6 pi

of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 pic:

Font No. 2 containing 5 pica lengl

ofl, 2,3, 4 and 5 pica widths -

Can also be furnished in high material fo

copper etchings in 4, 5 and 6 pica widths, ei

cast to any desired length at the prices listed above.










